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for small business and corporate borrowers, digital strategies include automated decisioning, based
on an automated credit model that computes the risk of a specific customer, and the automated

generation of case-management and decision-management reports that rms can act on. in the few
cases where digital has been extended from financial services to the broader business ecosystem,
the results have been amazing. decision engines are spreading from loan to portfolio-management

decisions. new business processes are being moved to the digital platform, and use cases are
expanding to include a range of activities, from back-office treasury and compliance functions to

customer-facing activities such as bill payment, mobile payments, and even digital-marketing. today,
many of these strategies have been limited to a few bank labs and, in some cases, a couple of digital-

strategy teams that are responsible for making digital a business priority. these early efforts are a
necessary condition for success, but they will not be sufficient to assure the competitive success of

digital-lending strategies. the first is the fact that many banks are not yet in a hurry. while many
banks are beginning to change their culture to value speed and flexibility, they are cautious about

investing too much in the new technology and business models until they see more scale, economies
of scale, and proof of success. even as they are experimenting with new digital-lending strategies,

they have limited their use to a handful of digital pilots. some banks are moving slowly because they
are unsure whether the technology is viable. others are moving slowly because they fear that their
clients will not use digital strategies. yet others are moving slowly because they are not sure how to
improve business-performance metrics. some are moving slowly because they have not yet invested

in the technology and people they need to run digital programs.
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the first step in building a digital-lending strategy is to understand the goals of the transformation.
the most important of these are the following: improve the customer experience by enhancing the

ease of doing business for customers and increasing their satisfaction. improve the productivity and
efficiency of the bank by increasing their profitability and reducing the cost of operations. streamline

the risk management process by giving more visibility and control over credit risk. transform the
credit process, including the customer experience, in order to become a true high-value-added
business that stands out in the market. as the bank decides on the goals of the digital-lending

transformation, it is important to think about the short- and long-term strategies for the
transformation. below are the key considerations for these: recruit and build a team that can

implement the strategy, identify the core processes to digitize, understand how the new systems will
support the business strategy, identify the new technology partners to support the strategy, build

the appropriate level of urgency into the business plans, develop a plan to implement the strategy,
establish a roadmap, and maintain the transformation and sustain it over time. the first phase is

building an operations strategy. digital lending is usually implemented in a stepwise fashion, and the
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organization must understand the role of each business process in achieving the overarching
strategy. 5ec8ef588b
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